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President

Noel SMITHWICK

54 296 316

DID YOU KNOW ?

The Traction Engine Owners’ Association a Victorian group - were very active in 1909
Secretary
Robyn SMITHWICK 54 296 316
and possibly before; I have no firm evidence as
to when they formed but by 1911 their voices
Treasurer
Trevor DUNN
9744 1591 were raised against proposals to make them
REGISTER their machines.
Committee
Tim REID
4404 6018 The Secretary said “over 400 owners could
James CARTER
57 95 1011
be put out of work by this insidious need to
Rob BARRIE
04078 83475
pay yet another fee.” *
* Argus Newspaper 1911.
Terry NICHOLSON 9408 1791
They were to pay £3 / 3 / 0 each [ $6 : 60 ] to
assist the Country Roads Board - Centenary in
Grievance Officer
Rob BARRIE
04078 83475
2013; also a display at our Rally.
Newsletter Editor
Mal GRANT
54 283 322 Who were those registered owners; PLUS what
Email ...... malaud@vic.chariot.net.au
makes of engines did they own; this is what is
currently unknown to me !
Club Postal Address P. O. Box 99 Gisborne 3437
Research continues and if anyone can assist
the Steam Whistle editor would be very happy
Club Grounds / Meeting Room. “Gisborne Steam Park”
to receive information.
Webb Crescent New Gisborne : [ Just off the Freeway ].
[ Trove newspapers on
internet, have all been
checked ].
SPRING Meeting: .. November 2012 ‘CLUB PREMISES’
Vice President

Mac REYNOLDS

Gisborne Vintage

Machinery Society
Inc.

54 293 161

Sunday ........ 2 nd DECEMBER 2012

OPEN DAY - PUBLIC DISPLAY
A GREAT
CHANCE FOR
EVERYONE - to
SHOW & RUN
THEIR ENGINES ETC.

I’m not totally
useless,
I can still be used as a
BAD EXAMPLE.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT:
Firstly a big “thank you” to those members who attended at our
Annual General Meeting; next we owe a debut of gratitude to retiring committee members - actually most
have just “swapped hats” - as can been seen on our front page ! Trevor has taken over the job of
Financial Officer [ Treasurer ] and Geoff has vacated his temporary position in Finance.
As is obvious, I am President for the coming year and as such have co - opted my “home Secretary” Robyn - as Club Secretary as well. Not sure how the household will survive but we at least have a Secretary to handle
all Club affairs. To James Carter - his task as Temp. Secretary has been filled as our Publicity Officer - an “in house”
appointment. The next year should be one of consolidation for us as we battle on towards a more
productive year of restoration, with my own priority being “Felicity Fowler” - our traction engine which
has had quite a lot of work done [ especially that which can not even be seen ]. More work is needed
on the Fowler and personally I long for the day when steam is running through the pipes to ensure our
“Felicity” is once more capable of moving under her own power.
One matter which everyone is aware of ........ rising costs. Our electricity accounts, water and insurance have all gone
“through the roof” - no doubt personal home costs have as well; unfortunately next year means we will have to raise
more to run our Club. Club fees will therefore rise $5 next year - with ALL members - Full, Pensioner - Life etc, having
to pay out an extra $5 : 00.
Monty Russell has done a terrific job in ensuring or “Steam Whistle” is sent electronically to everyone who opts for
same and that is a large savings; PLEASE - if you have internet connections can you let Monty know if you are happy
to receive Steam Whistle electronically. .................... montrussell.yahoo.com

President ’ s Christmas Dinner / Breakup !
The annual dinner will be Clarkfield Hotel on Dec 7 at 6 : 30pm so can those who are wanting to
come please contact myself or the Secretary; we have made a booking for 26 people. Thanks :
54 296 316 [ Noel and Robyn ]
So there we have it ....... my first report as your President for 2012 ...... 2013; like all previous
President ’ s there is not much I can do without assistance and so ask for your personal help at
all times during my term of office. There is plenty of work to do, as this edition goes out there is a
continuing need for grass cutting / whipper snipping at our grounds, especially around the area of
our 2 ’ train track. If you can spare an hour or two at anytime ....... please turn up and do what
you can to keep our park in the wonderful condition is currently is in.
Our editor has advised he is putting various photographs in - where he can - one of which is a
snap shot of William CALDER ... after who our Highway is named. In 2013 C.R.B. - is celebrating
with us ........ the 100 Years of C.R.B. More within these pages.

Noel.
Noel
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I get these copies printed at a “ Sheltered Workshop ” so have now typed in Page 1 as one edition was incorrectly printed;
readers may have wondered why ?
The CONSUMER AFFAIRS DEPT. is introducing MODEL RULES from
December 2012 and as such we must use them and obey them; they
apparently are called - Incorporation Reforms Act : Financial Reports have to be sent,
if a club doesn ’ t they have the right to close the club, seize - then sell - all assets.
FROM THE EDITOR:

On a much brighter note: much research has been carried out on Traction Engine owners though full details still escape me. Edwin Walter COULSON - was a Collingwood Councillor and
businessman with premises at 106 a ’ Beckett Street Melbourne; in 1907 he owned [ imported ? ]
Burrell traction engine “ C olonist ” engine number 2945. This engine is currently owned by a
Lake Goldsmith member, it appears regularly at their grounds; what is however interesting to me
is that there does not seem to be any information on who registered it in 1912 / 13; if indeed it
was - perhaps it was kept on a farm, never used on public roads ?
: Similar clubs to ours have sent newsletters - much appreciated now finally; we believe our list is again up to date ! e.g. despite earlier problems with distribution
we think our list has been brought up to scratch, apologies to any club which has not received
copies over past few months. [ You can always enquire from our editor via telephone or email ].
Local thanks to Barry Thomas, Monty Russell, Jeff Shepherd and Tim Reid for their assistance.
EXCHANGE NEWSLETTERS

: Audrey and me watch an SBS programme on re - erection or on
occasions relocation and reconstruction of old buildings in England; it is a fascinating series in our
view. Victoria; Macedon Ranges - Gisborne in particular - has many interesting sites, though not
necessarily declared “ h istoric. ” In a coming issue I hope to bring you more of something which
has fascinated me for many decades; it is not in this particular area but keep reading as .......... ??
Then there is another place [ recently “ discovered ? ” ] - in MALDON ... would you
believe ? A fascinating time was held when we had a very quick look over the
ruins ?? of a crushing mill. Now don ’ t ask for an explanation .. YET ... but talks will
be held with our CULTURAL ATTACHÉ to see if he can arrange another day out.
Probably late March would be a reasonable time ?

INDUSTRIAL ARCHEAOLOGY

2013 THEME - for our Rally
19th May :100
:100 YEARS OF COUNTRY ROADS BOARD
CALDER HIGHWAY
.
Oh ..; and don ’ t overlook our

etc

Congratulations to EVERYONE at Lake Goldsmith Steam Society - for the incredible
display put on for the 100th Rally. Members and others spent so much effort in the
presentation that all we ......... as observers and visitors ........ can say is ...
a tremendous job well done. Suffice to say these words do not cover the multitude
of those who participated, let alone worked so hard but believe me, the efforts were
highly appreciated.
Mal Grant - Editor

And .. Smile
Damn You Smile !
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2nd December 2012. PUBLIC OPEN DAY

OPEN ........ Clubrooms ....
Club activities.
Reasons for existence.
Restoration - Steam - Fuel - Petrol - Oil
Display of members interests. Trains, planes, cars, trucks, motor
cycles, tractors, stationary engines, model boats, what - ever !
Everyone invited from around 10 am. A day to use your engines etc.
Afternoon Tea - [ supplied ].
Come for a b.y.o. PICNIC.
¼” train rides [ small fee per rider ]
William CALDER C . R. B. ; First Chairman whose name was given to the
highway which passes our
grounds.

Pass the word on !

TIM’S TRAM
TERMINUS

On the day of our 2013 Rally
there will be plenty of space available for displays
of any existing C.R.B. equipment so bring along
those old tar sprayers, graders; picks, shovels anything at all related to what was used in road
construction.
Photographs ????
It would be very helpful if you could advise what
your have for our display during our coming
Rally.

TIM’S
TERMINUS ?
WHERE IS ...
.... PRUE ??
Taking Party Bookings.. that’s where !
..... 4404 6018

On the Phone !!!

“FedNews” - Federation of Veteran Vintage & Classic Vehicle Clubs

- Journal ; recently had details of our
Club in same, after our acceptance for membership - it was reprinted in full in the BENDIGO DISTRIBUTOR - the
newsletter of the Bendigo Veteran Vintage Car Club - so it seems we are now well recognized !

Neil Athorn - Federation President - presented our application for membership due to myself being “on the sick list.”
Neil has visited us over the past two or so years and is also looking forward to the C.R.B. Celebrations - which include
a DISPLAY at Gisborne - during our 2013 Rally - which is also NATIONAL HERITAGE MOTORING DAY .
Collection of station engines.
Lister 5 hp ‘L’

McDonald Super Diesel 4 hp CD.

R & T. 2 3/4 HP Buzacott [ Roseberry ] 4 hp

Baltic Simplex 3 1/2 hp.

Emerson Brantingham 4 hp ‘ U ‘
Southern Cross 3 hp PAA
Engineers lathe.
Phone Ivan HORNE 54 283 114 for further details.
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WHERE THE IMPOSSIBLE IS DONE IMMEDIATELY;
M I R A C L E S ............... ?
well they .... TAKE A LITTLE LONGER !

The headline is what my notes said ! Apart from that, I had written; “the Norfolk Island Mist” had set in but cleared
just before lunch; so what is this about ? Clearing notes, paper and unwanted items as we shifted into Gisborne I read
what I had noted about our trip to Norfolk Island. We wandered around the “convict cemetery” reading inscriptions before heading to the beach where remains of a whale boiling down vat was about the only other historic item to be seen.
Rough seas breaking on rocks and “mist” - GONE about 4pm as Audrey and self went to far end of the island to look at
a forest of pines; a steam boiler appeared, green with years of mould and so badly rusted that even the wheel spokes
were really only rust holding rust together. A wheel cap showed it was a Ruston Hornsby - now obviously only a shell;
about the only “non-rust” were brass fittings ! How did it get to this small forest on this extremely small island; my mind
envisaged its arrival, use and final discarding as horses [or bullocks] were unhitched; the engine left sitting for many
decades. It was a silent sentinel to just another part of the island’s history.
Five days later we were in Sydney: Sunday, 7. 45am: the airport was an incredible sight, chaos ? not really, traffic was
dense as trucks, taxis, buses, private cars and construction vehicles vied for positions on the ramps leading to the front
doors. As our bus weaved its way around my thoughts turned to who worked in this mini city. Vehicle drivers, pilots,
shop keepers, assistants, cleaners, painters, police, security officers, parking inspectors etc., an almost unbelievable
sight to see such a work force on a Sunday morning. We boarded our New Zealand flight but not before intrigue set in
at so many cargo planes: large ones, small ones, what goods are they carrying and to what destinations ? All this set
aside as land appears below and we prepare to land for another journey through the “Land of the Long White Cloud.”
Bungey jumpers attracted my attention but only after an examination of the 1860’s bridge from which they launch themselves. The “Bungey Jumping Centre” cost millions of dollars to construct but to me the four stone buttresses of the
bridge were of more interest. Incredible feats of engineering in my view and some one hundred and fifty years old at
least. The steel cables, hawsers and bridging were intriguing, being some 140 feet above the river. The rest of our trip
was as exciting as the first. Queenstown - its huge lake - its wonderful steam driven ship; how would you describe this
piece of history that operates as it did years ago though perhaps slightly different in the fact today’s passengers are
tourists not residents.
That sums up the main gist of what was in just another of my notes ...... “we sit on the verandah of our motel, looking at snow capped mountains; geology is not my forte’ I just wonder at the stamina of those 1860 miners in
Arrowtown who sought gold in this wonderful little valley; my thoughts turn to their equipment - much of
which is displayed in the local museum with photographs of the time.”
Final note: “Great idea, why not write about the Citizens, Crimes and Criminals of Gisborne” - a book.
Alas those ideas have not come to fruition or likely to do so, back to Gisborne, restoration work somewhat stalled.
My computer is full of what has been, could be and needs to be done; to answer one question: NO I DIDN’T GET ANY
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THAT RUSTON HORNSBY on Norfolk Island - I don’t carry a camera anymore !
Probably all that will be left now are the small brass fittings that don’t rust but wouldn’t it be great if we could find out
more of this machine. I have submitted an engraving of a similar looking portable boiler, it may not be the same make,
it is just another impression.
Norfolk Island is neither large or small, full of fascinating history
[mostly convict] but thoughts of whaling, fishing etc, are there.
Today it is more “tourist oriented” - historically intriguing - yet a
saw mill operates as part of the local economy: is any timber
exported ?
A small coffee plantation has a seemingly good
export business but tourism and postage stamps
seem to be the mainstay. I could well be completely
wrong as a few days on the island definitely doesn’t
make you an expert.
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Calendar Entries

A Barry Thomas contribution.
1 Dec 2012 – Kilmore Show
A number of us have put on a small show at the Kilmore show for the past few years. It would good to see a few new
faces there. We try and get there around 8 - 8:30 so we are set up ready for the show proper.
Bob Hemphill is
organising to have a sheep shorn using one of his shearing plants which will be to see. I am going to organise a small
BBQ for lunch, which will be some Mooroolbark snags and burgers.
26 January 2012 Australia Day Broadford.
Last year a few of us put on a great display in Broadford, with a combination of engines and tractors. Put this one
down in your calendar for next year, with Gary and Ron again organising a great day out for us all.
Thomas and Hemphill [ a report ! ]

............. Wedderburn 2012

Some things never change, well some things do, first the first time Barry arrived at Wedderburn in daylight, and I think
a few people had a bit of a heart attack. Anyway we all had wind trips up there, with a little rain on the southern half.
The club was represented by the Thomas and Hemphill clans, with a few other members pulling out due to the
weather, and yes the wind was quite cold on both Friday and Saturday making it a good night for some sleeping syrup.
Sunday was a beautiful day and I reckon the Wedderburn club would have loved Saturday to be like that as well.
Again the club there made us feel welcome and I think them for the great rally.
We had a small number of engines, most of which behaved for the weekend, although I was helped by Ron in getting
by fuel pump on the Lister repacked as the gland decided to give up and more petrol was coming out than going in.
Dad had a bit of fun with his Lister and is now running quite well after a little love in the magneto area. He had a bit
more trouble with one of Ronnie’s which he has since worked out the timing was retarded too much and wasn’t getting
a chance to fire properly.
The Wedderburn guys have been busy with their grounds and every year there is a little bit extra done. They also have
a local men’s shed on the grounds. The rally was well supported by other clubs with quite a number of rarer and unusual engines that I haven’t seen before. There was a number of cars and tractors there this year, One noticeable
tractor was Moline in very nice restored condition which started on the first touch of the key.
Until next year. – put the second weekend in September in your calendar.
Notice to all members....
(Please pass on this information to any members who have not supplied an email address, and consequently may miss out.)
The update to the club's website is now complete. The main changes are...
.
.
.
.

New Trains Page to accommodate the imminent opening of Tim & Prue Reid's mini train venture.
Extra entries on the Contacts Page, plus a few corrections. Now have about 100. A few minor corrections on other pages.
New photos from the May 2012 Rally, including some photos of long time members.
(Update to the membership application page is still pending. Old one is ok to use.)

You may find that some of the entries on the Contacts Page do not always link correctly. Some are hosted via Local Councils or
Tourism sites etc, not owned by the group you are looking for, and can be changed without any notification. Look through the
menus and options, use phone or postal contacts, or do a Google search by name for the group.
The STEAM WHISTLE Newsletter, No.234, September 2012, is now loaded on the society's web site, and can be read online or
printed out. If you have received a paper copy in the mail, please manually change it to No.234. I will try to make the correction on
the online version. Also, remember that you have an archive of back issues on the website.
Members, please supply an email address if possible. This means we can contact you immediately and at no cost and at very little
effort if there is a change, or a message that should be sent out quickly. You will still get a printed newsletter posted out, unless
you notify that you do not want it.
Monty Russell. (Website man.) 9744 2697 0403 372 665
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NATIONAL HISTORIC MOTORING DAY: MAY 2013 .......... ALSO FEATURING
COUNTRY ROADS BOARD
“Celebrating 100 Years since inception !”
A GREAT PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY AT GISBORNE

Page 8
HAVING A PICNIC PARTY .......
Contact ... Sue ..... on
4404 6018

